
College of Noise

L
ook at them classy folk, with their fancy

clothings and fancy foods... And the music!

They call that boring crap music! What you say

boys, is time we start making some noise, ain't

it?" -Feng, college of the Noise Bard, briefly

before the Nusseldorf Music festival riots of

593 a.R.

The College of Noise congregates all the misfit bards who

decide not to bend to the societal expectations of etiquette

and music theory.

Reunited under a banner of caos and disruption, these

rebels learn how to manipulate the sound and magic in a

rather unique way. The bards of this college are often looked

down by their peers and rebuffed by a society that can't keep

up with their vexating melodies. They are seen as punks and

criminals, and often considered a source of problems even

before they have started any.

Far from feeling bad about this image the world seems to

impose on them, bards from the College of Noise embrace it,

making this rejection their own and diving even more into

their subversive artform.

The same magic that allows other musicians to inspire and

swindle, allows the bards of this college to turn into a force of

chaos and change, that will put the powerful at the edge of

their nerves and spark the flame of rebellion on those who

are opressed.

Unsettling cacophony
When you join the College of Noise at 3rd level, you gain the

ability to weave sound in such form that shakes the very core

of those who hear you.

As a reaction, you can spend one use of your bardic

inspiration rolls to interfere with an enemy saving throw. The

creature saving throw gets reduced by the amount rolled

in your bardic inspiration dice. The creature is inmune to

this effect if it can't hear you or if it's inmune to being

charmed.

You can use this feature after knowing the result of the

saving throw but before knowing if it has succeeded or not.

Deafening concert
Starting at 3rd level, you can chanel powerful and noisy

music through your preferred instrument.

As an action, you can start singing, forming a deafening

area of 60 ft centered around you. While in this area, any

creature that isn't a Bard of Noise can't cast spells which have

verbal components and is considered deaf.

You must expend a bonus action every turn beyond the first

one to keep the deafening concert going.

Once you finish a concert, you can't start another untill you

finish a short or long rest.

Dumbfunding chord
At 6th level, you gain the ability to stroke a powerful magical

chord directed to your foes.

As an action, you can force a Constitution saving throw

equal to your spell saving throw on a creature within 60 ft. If

failed, the creature is considered stunned untill the end of

their next turn.

Once you use this feature, you can't use it again untill you

finish a short or long rest.

Vexing Finale
At 14th level you master the art of turning any situation into

pure chaos.

As an action, you start to weave the power of the noise

through your preferred instrument. A number of creatures

up to your charisma modifier within 60 ft must succeed on

a Wisdom saving throw or they will be affected by your

magic.

Any criature affected by this feature will be considered

charmed and will attack any target designated by you. A

creature inmune to being charmed or that can't hear you

won't be affected by it. The creatures will remain charmed as

long as you mantain this feature active.

Aditionaly, at the end of every turn as long as this feature

is active every creature 10 ft from you will suffer 2d6

thunder damage either is affected by your spell or not.

You must spend a bonus action to keep this feature active

every turn beyond the first one where you activated it. Once

you you stop using Vexing Finale, you can't use it again untill

you have finished a long rest.


